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Mapping organisations, networks + relations

 A pandemic shock doctrine

 Private technology companies + individuals treating crisis 
as a laboratory experiment for a permanent + profitable 
no-touch future of human-less, contactless technologies, 
artificial intelligence, public-private partnerships + 
outsourcing of government functions, such as state 
schooling, to Silicon Valley businesses - Klein 2020

 This project mapped out + produced a provisional 
cartography of the landscape of privatisation + 
commercialisation in/of education during the crisis

 Acknowledges necessity of short-term ‘edtech’ 
solutions to school closures—but explores longer-
term consequences for state + public education



A fast-expanding + evolving 
Global Education Industry

 The multisector Global Education Industry is 
dynamic + ever shifting, + has the potential 
to rapidly configure new markets in 
response to particular contexts

 Emergencies produce catalytic opportunities 
for market-oriented privatisation policies 
and reforms in education

 GEI ‘reimagining education’—Covid crisis as  
catalytic opportunity for commercial 
innovation + privatisation reforms—
‘greatest edtech experiment in history’—
‘digital transformation’ + ‘next normal’
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International multisector coalitions

 New GEI coalitions and public-private partnerships delivering 
short-term solutions with long-term transformative aims—
fast policy networks of edtech transformation

 UNESCO Global Education Coalition
 International organizations—OECD, World Bank, Global Partnerships 

for Education
 Big technology corporations—Google, Weidong, Facebook, Microsoft
 Education organizations—Khan Academy, Moodle, Coursera

 Contests over private digital platforms + future of education
 ‘While these solutions do not carry UNESCO’s explicit endorsement, 

they tend to have a wide reach, a strong user base and evidence of 
impact’ – UNESCO

 ‘Public education cannot be dependent on digital platforms 
controlled by private companies’ – UNESCO



Government public-private partnerships + funding

 National/state ministries seeking (private + commercial) partners—many 
governments have allowed the market to identify ‘solutions’ 

 England Department for Education
 £100m+ fund for laptops + broadband connection (awarded to Conservative donor company)

 £100m partnership with Google + Microsoft to support roll-out of G Suite + MS365

 ‘Seed funding’ Oak National Academy + follow-up £4.3m awarded to develop a digital National 
Curriculum for 2020/21 (supported by Teach First, Academy trusts, foundations)

 ‘Open School’ proposals based on Oak for a new ‘public infrastructure’ for education developed 
through partnerships between public bodies + commercial companies 



Industry coalitions

 Large-scale partnerships between non-
profit + commercial edtech providers 
distributing ‘free’ time-limited resources

 Promoted + funded by tech-based 
venture philanthropies—Gates 
Foundation, Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, 
Schmidt Futures

 Supported by new intermediary ‘edtech
evidence’ groups + partnerships
 CZI + Gates-funded Education Exchange 

‘Edtech Genome Project’—a Wide Open 
Schools partner—as authority on ‘what 
works’ in edtech

 New sources of edtech market authority + 
influence strengthened by partnerships



Pandemic market-making

 Venture capital, edtech market intel 
agencies, SPACs + index investors

 $16 bn 2020 venture capital investment in 
edtech

 Market forecasts of over $87bn venture 
capital investment in education technology 
between 2020 + 2030

 Specialist edtech finance organisations both 
catalogue + catalyse edtech markets to fund 
‘a vision for how the world learn’ - HolonIQ

 ‘While we are uncomfortable citing 
“winners” in the coronavirus situation, 
some companies … that specialise in online 
education could see increased interest 
should the situation worsen’ - BMO Capital Markets



Private re-infrastructuring

 New private digital infrastructures for public education

 Microsoft, Google + Amazon Web Services competing for structural dominance over 
school digital infrastructure, cloud systems, data storage + analytics—seeking 
influence over pedagogy + curriculum, + providing plug-ins for 3rd-party integrations

 Creating the underlying systems for new modes of digitally-mediated ‘hybrid’ 
schooling—e.g. Google Classroom ‘platform pedagogy’ reaches 170m, 100s of 
partner platform integrations, new student tracking + analytics



Consumer edtech

 Direct-to-consumer edtech—online 
alternatives + augmentations to the 
public infrastructures of schooling—as 
key area of market growth + investor 
enthusiasm

 LearnOnTikTok developed to appeal to 
advertisers—displaces education to 
infrastructures of the advertising 
industry

 AI-based private supplementary tutoring 
platforms—replacing the absent teacher 
with a robot pedagogic assistant

 Rapid growth of a digital shadow 
education market



Edu-business expansion

 Pearson supports ‘learning 
online during a pandemic’

 Free or discounted deals for 
teachers + students

 Homeschooling curricula for 
parents

 Launches £350m Social Bond  to 
support virtual learning—80% 
proceeds to Connections 
Academy online school



Conclusions

 Project provides a provisional cartography of dynamics 
of privatisation + commercialisation during the crisis + 
indicators of future developments
 Increasing privatisation through the involvement of private 

actors in public education, e.g. public-private partnerships, 
govt funding for outsourced private providers

 Increasing commercialisation through penetration of for-
profit organisations into schools, teaching practices, + family 
homes—shaping new ‘hybrid’ forms of education

 Emergency pandemic response as an ‘opportunity’ for 
evolving Global Education Industry to reimagine the 
postpandemic future of education in more ‘valuable’ 
forms for the long term—‘digital transformation’



Postpandemic data literacy

 Edtech as private policy machinery governing schooling 
practices at scale through highly-capitalised, data-driven 
platform + infrastructure architectures

 New data literacies of governments and ministries of 
education—evidenced based-decision-making influenced 
by edtech, corporate players + new intermediary market +
evidence actors—disrupts public schooling


